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Abstract. Counting the occurrence frequency of each k-mer in a bio-
logical sequence is an important step in many bioinformatics applica-
tions. However, most k-mer counting algorithms rely on a given k to
produce single-length k-mers, which is inefficient for sequence analysis
for different k. Moreover, existing k-mer counters focus more on DNA
sequences and less on protein ones. In practice, the analysis of k-mers
in protein sequences can provide substantial biological insights in struc-
ture, function and evolution. To this end, an efficient algorithm, called
VLmer (Various Length k-mer mining), is proposed to mine k-mers of
various lengths termed vl-mers via inverted-index technique, which is
orders of magnitude faster than the conventional forward-index method.
Moreover, to the best of our knowledge, VLmer is the first able to mine
k-mers of various lengths in both DNA and protein sequences.

Keywords: Sequential pattern mining · K-mer counting · K-mers of
various lengths · Biological sequence analysis

1 Introduction

K-mer counting, which identifies frequent contiguous subsequences of length-k
in a sequence database, is a fundamental data-mining problem with broad appli-
cations, including genome assembly [1], error correction of sequencing reads [2],
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protein-protein interaction prediction [3], finding mutations [4], sequence classifi-
cation [5], sequence alignment [6]. Many previous studies contributed to efficient
k-mer counting, such as Tallymer [7], Jellyfish [8], BFCounter [9], KMC [10],
DSK [11], KAnalyze [12], KMC 2 [13] and KCMBT [14]. In recent years, k-
mer counting is gaining momentum and has become an active topic in sequence
analysis community.

The k-mer counting algorithms developed so far have good performance.
Unfortunately, almost all of the previous algorithms rely on a fixed k to split the
given sequence(s) and output all possible contiguous subsequences along with
their frequencies. This leads to the inefficiency during the sequence analysis
for various values of k, since a user usually have to perform the k-mer counting
algorithm many times. For example, as shown in [15,16], at least 6 sizes (17-mer,
21-mer, 25-mer, 41-mer, 55-mer and 77-mer) are selected to count the k-mers.
In addition, Kurta et al. [7] used k-mers ranging from 10 to 500 to annotate
the plant genomes, which needs to manually run the k-mer counter 491 times.
Currently, there is no method that is able to automatically generate k-mers of
various lengths.

The frequent k-mers in protein sequences are often the conserved composi-
tion patterns reflecting structural and functional features [17]. Miranda et al. [18]
deeply analyzed the sequence specificity of pentatricopeptide repeat (PPR) pro-
teins by enriched k-mers. However, previous work on k-mer counting focuses
more on DNA sequences and less on protein ones, which hinders the identifica-
tion of conserved regions in protein sequences. Consequently, a major challenge
is how to design an effective algorithm to ensure that the k-mer counter outputs
all k-mers of various lengths and meanwhile such counter is suitable for both
DNA and protein sequences.

K-mer counting has been studied extensively, yet still efficient implementa-
tions take several hours or even days on large sequence databases. The inverted
index, in computer science, is an important data structure that stores a mapping
from content to its locations in a database file. Compared to the forward index
structure, the inverted index restructures the representative format of files and
contributes to a high efficiency of information retrieval, especially on large data-
bases. Inspired by the well applications of inverted index [19], this technique can
be explored to alleviate the efficiency problem encountered by previous k-mer
counting methods.

In this paper, we propose VLmer that has four steps to efficiently mine k-
mers of various lengths (i.e., vl-mers) in both DNA and protein sequences. In
the first step, the initial biological sequences are transformed to structure like
“(vl-mer, positions)” by the inverted index technique. In the second step, VLmer
uses a pattern-growth scheme to generate the candidates of frequent vl-mers. In
the third step, a few pruning techniques are explored to prune the unpromising
vl-mers. In our experiments, we compare VLmer to ConSpan, which is a modified
version of both CCSpan [20] and ConSgen [21] algorithms that are most related
to our work, in terms of mining efficiency.
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2 Methods

2.1 Preliminaries

The term “k-mer” typically refers to the fixed-length contiguous subsequences.
Unfortunately, it’s quite difficult to pre-specify a proper length k to count k-
mers which have the promise to provide biological insights. We introduce an
alternative term “vl-mer” to extend the traditional definition of k-mer as follows.

Definition 1 (vl-mer). Given two sequences S1 = a1a2 · · · ai and S2 = b1b2 · · ·
bj, where |S1| ≤ |S2|, S1 is a vl-mer of S2 if S1 is a contiguous subsequence (i.e.,
substring) of S2.

Based on this definition, the term vl-mer refers to all the possible contiguous
subsequences (i.e., all the k-mers of various lengths) of a given sequence. Note
that, this extended definition of k-mer uses non-fixed-length instead of fixed-
length adopted in traditional definition to constraint the subsequences.

For a vl-mer s, it can be represented by a tuple (s, idx), where idx is the index
(i.e., position) of s in sequence database D. For example, assume the database D
consists of only a sequence S = CCTCCCGCCTCA, the tuple representation
of vl-mer s = CCTC is set {(CCTC, 0), (CCTC, 7)}.

Definition 2 (frequent vl-mer). Given a minimum support threshold σ, a
vl-mer s is frequent in sequence database D if SupD(s) ≥ σ.

For simplicity, we use notation vl-mer to denote frequent vl-mer if not explic-
itly stated.

We are now ready to formulate our problem. Given a sequence database D
and a support threshold σ, discover a complete set of vl-mers such that each of
which is frequent.

2.2 Inverted Projection

As we discussed earlier, the inverted index data structure is preferable to the
forward index one in terms of the speed of the query in information retrieval
domain, which motivates us to utilize such inverted index technique to transform
the input sequence for vl-mer mining. For clarity, we call inverted index data
structure inverted projection and revise the notion of it in sequence analysis
community as follows.

Definition 3 (inverted projection). Given a single sequence S as the input
sequence database D, suppose all distinct characters of S be a set I =
{i1, i2, · · · , im}. The inverted projection of S is a set R expressed in tuples,
denoted as (f,<f indexes>) such that (1) each tuple consists of a character
f (f ∈ I) and its position index(es) appearing in S, and (2) there is a one-
to-one correspondence between the f of tuple (f,<f indexes>) in R and the
element ik ∈ I, where 1 ≤ k ≤ m.
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Note that, unlike the forward index data structure, the inverted projec-
tion uses a set of (f,<f indexes>) pairs to equivalently represent the input
sequence. The element <f indexes> is a list consisting of one or more non-
negative integers, each of which corresponds to a position number of vl-mers f
in the original sequence. Table 1 shows the inverted projection of the sequence
S = CCTCCCGCCTCAGTTCGCGCCGCGCCTCGGCTTGGAACGC.
The shift of input sequence significantly reduces the number of scans of the
sequence, so as to minimize the computation cost during the mining process.

Table 1. An inverted projection of sequence S

Character Index list

C 0, 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, 10, 15, 17, 19, 20, 22, 24, 25, 27, 30, 37, 39

T 2, 9, 13, 14, 26, 31, 32

G 6, 12, 16, 18, 21, 23, 28, 29, 33, 34, 38

A 11, 35, 36

2.3 Candidate Generation of vl-mers

Most k-mer counting algorithms, due to the forward index data structure, need
to split all single-length contiguous subsequences as k-mers and compute their
occurrence frequencies, rendering the counting operation to be costly. To the best
of our knowledge, instead of the forward index, an alternative but clever data
structure is the inverted projection. Therefore, we propose a pattern-growth app-
roach based on the inverted projection to generate candidates so as to efficiently
mine vl-mers. Based on this approach, each length-k candidate is easily produced
by the original sequence, frequent (k − 1)-mers and their indexes, rather than
using a n-gram model [22,23] to enumerate all the possible snippets of input
sequences.

2.4 Pruning Techniques

Upon generating a new candidate by the pattern-growth approach based on
the inverted projection, we want to immediately check whether or not it is a
distinct yet frequent vl-mer. We study some properties of frequent vl-mers in
this subsection, which underpin the design of pruning scenarios.

Definition 4 (max-suffix). Given two sequences s1 = a1a2 · · · ai and s2 =
b1b2 · · · bj, s1 is a max-suffix of s2, denoted as s1 �suf s2, if (1) |s1| � 1,
|s2| − |s1| = 1; and (2) a1 = b2, a2 = b3, · · · , ai = bj.

Theorem 1. Given a sequence s (|s| � 2), suppose s is frequent in sequence
database D, then the max-suffix of s is frequent in D.
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Proof (PROOF). Letting F be a set consisting of all subsequences of s, then each
element of F , i.e., ∀s′ ∈ F is frequent by virtue of Theorem 1 in [21]. Letting
the max-suffix of s be ssuf , then ssuf satisfies ssuf ∈ F . Thus, ssuf is frequent.
The theorem holds immediately.

Lemma 1. Given a sequence s (|s| � 2) and a sequence database D, if there
exists no frequent max-suffix of s, i.e., SupD(ssuf ) < σ holds, then s can be
safely pruned.

Proof (PROOF). The proof of the above lemma is obvious according to
Theorem 1, and thus it is omitted here.

By exploring some properties of vl-mers above, three effective pruning tech-
niques, repeated candidate pruning, max-suffix pruning, and support pruning,
are introduced to prune the unpromising vl-mers.

2.5 VLmer Algorithm

For delineating VLmer, we first introduce two data structures. First, the inverted
index data structure, namely (f,<f indexes>) is employed for storing the tem-
porary output vl-mers, where f is a vl-mer itself and f indexes represent its
indexes in original sequence database. The size of f ’s indexes indicates the fre-
quency of f . Second, the triple data structure (f, f.count,B) from [21] formalizes
the final output vl-mers, where f is also a vl-mer, f.count is the actual support
of f , and the last attribute variable “B” takes on the value “Y ” by default. The
vl-mers of F can be organized into a set {{F1}, {F2}, · · · , {Fi}} consisting of i
different partitions, each of which is a subset of vl-mers.

Algorithm 1. VLmer(S, σ)
Input: sequence S, support threshold σ

Fk−1 ← ∅; // initialize Fk−1 to store (k − 1)-mers
Fk ← ∅; // initialize Fk to store k-mers
Fsta ← ∅; // initialize Fsta to store all vl-mers
F ← ∅; // initialize F to store all patterns

1: Fk−1 ← 1-mer-gen(S, σ); // inverted projecting
2: Fsta ← sta-gen(Fk−1); // standard 1-mers
3: F ← Fsta; // add 1-mers
4: while Fk−1.count > 0 do
5: Fk ← k-mer-gen(S, Fk−1, σ); //generate k-mers
6: if Fk.count > 0 then
7: Fsta ← sta-gen(Fk); // standard k-mers
8: F ← ∪kFsta; // add standardized k-mers
9: end if

10: Fk−1 ← Fk;
11: end while
Output: F ;
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Algorithm 1 sketches VLmer that performs the frequent vl-mer mining. As
shown, two parameters include a sequence S as the input database and a sup-
port threshold σ. Global variable Fk−1 and Fk store the frequent (k − 1)-mers
and k-mers respectively. Each pattern of both Fsta and F is represented by the
inverted index structure (f,<f indexes>), while Fsta and F store vl-mers with
the triple data structure (f, f.count,B). During the mining process, Fsta is the
currently generated single-length vl-mers, and F saves all output vl-mers. Func-
tion 1-mer-gen() first produces an inverted projection by projecting the origi-
nal input sequence, and then generates the frequent 1-mers conforming to the
(f,<f indexes>) structure (line 1). Such 1-mers are transformed into the stan-
dard triple structure (f, f.count,B) (line 2), and then delivered to set F (line
3). Those generated 1-mers are viewed as frequent (k − 1)-mers to feed func-
tion k-mer-gen() for checking the longer k-mers (2-mers). For each non-empty
set Fk−1, i.e., Fk−1.count > 0 (line 4), k-mer-gen() produces a set of length-
specified frequent k-mers based on S, σ, and the generated (k −1)-mers (line 5).
Function k-mer-gen() continues its scan until the output set Fk is empty. When
a non-empty Fk is generated, each k-mer of them is transformed into the above
triple data structure and such a set Fk as a whole is added into set F (line 8).
The output of VLmer is such a pattern set F = {(f, f.count,B)|f.count ≥ σ}.
The main ideas of the above functions are detailed in Subsects. 2.2 to 2.4, and
thus we do not recount them here.

3 Results

3.1 Datasets

In our experiments, we used both DNA and protein sequences to study the
performance of the VLmer algorithm.

3.2 Effectiveness Study

Unlike previous k-mer counting algorithms, we can conveniently obtain all k-mers
of various lengths (i.e., all vl-mers) by performing VLmer algorithm only once.
Figure 1 depicts the characteristics of the vl-mers on DNA sequence AL607040.
Figure 1(a) shows the distribution of vl-mers against their length for support
thresholds (σs) varying from 2 to 6. Note that the smaller σ we choose, the more
vl-mers will be generated, which is consistent with previous k-mer counting or
sequential pattern mining. From Fig. 1(a), we can see that the number of vl-mers
equals or is close to 4l when the vl-mer-length l ≤ 5 for all test values of σ. These
vl-mers are almost the exhaustive enumeration of all possible combinations of the
four base-pares. Intuitively, such vl-mers may be impossible to reveal any bio-
logical significance and can be discarded during some sequence analysis, such as
sequence classification and TFBS identification. The peak values of the number
of vl-mers mainly locate at length 6 (σ ≥ 3) and length 7 (σ = 2), while they are
far less 46 and 47 respectively. These frequent vl-mers with enough lengths may
reflect some biological significance that has been demonstrated [24].
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(a) Distribution of vl-mers (b) Maximal and mean lengths

Fig. 1. vl-mer analysis on DNA sequence AL607040.

(a) Distribution of vl-mers (b) Maximal and mean lengths

Fig. 2. vl-mer analysis on protein sequence XP 011987916.

The maximal and mean lengths of vl-mers generated by our algorithm are
also presented for varied support thresholds. From Fig. 1(b), the maximal length
of mined vl-mers increases from 20 to 91, with the support thresholds lowering
from 6 to 2. An interesting point is that when we set the support threshold as
σ = 2, the maximal length of vl-mers reaches 91. These long frequent snippets are
often the conserved regions. Figure 1(b) also shows the mean length of vl-mers
at each σ value, from which one can see that most mean lengths are consistent
with their corresponding σ positions of the curve-vertexes.

We also use protein sequence XP 011987916 as the test dataset, to report the
characters of mined vl-mers. Figure 2(a) shows the distribution of vl-mer with
varied support thresholds. Except for the snippets of σ = 2, all protein vl-mers
are relatively short at 16 and below, while the lengths of DNA vl-mers as shown
in Fig. 1(a) are far greater than 18. It is easy to see that most protein vl-mers fall
in the spectrum of 3-mers to 6-mers while DNA vl-mers at the range of 6-mers to
10-mers. Like the trend in Fig. 1(b), when the support threshold tends towards
a low value, for example, at σ = 2 as shown in Fig. 2(b), the length of protein
vl-mers increases dramatically.
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3.3 Efficiency Study

We assessed VLmer efficiency in both runtime and memory usage for the two real
datasets in terms of the support threshold. We compare our approach with Con-
Span, which is a modified version of both CCSpan [20] and ConSgen [21] algo-
rithms that are most related to our work. Figure 3(a) presents the running time of
the two algorithms at different support thresholds on dataset AL607040. The exe-
cution time of ConSpan increases from 52.02 to 356.85 s, while VLmer only takes
from 1.26 to 11.15 s. At a low support (σ = 2), VLmer can be 32 times faster than
ConSpan. When we raise the σ, for example, at σ = 6, our algorithm obtain a
better performance that reaches 41 times compared to ConSpan.

Figure 3(b) shows the comparison of the memory consumption between the
two algorithms on DNA dataset AL607040 shared with the above experiments.
In most cases, VLmer and ConSpan have very similar performance in memory
usage, while our algorithm requires a smaller memory space in comparison with
ConSpan when the σ value is lowered to 2.

(a) Runtime (b) Memory usage

Fig. 3. Runtime and memory usage comparison on DNA sequence AL607040.

(a) Runtime (b) Memory usage

Fig. 4. Runtime and memory usage comparison on protein sequence XP 011987916.
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We also compare the running time and memory consumption between VLmer
and ConSpan on protein sequence XP 011987916. In Fig. 4(a), the execution time
of the two algorithms is illustrated. One can see that, the time consumption of
ConSpan ranges from 52.02 (σ = 6) to 356.85 (σ = 2) s, while VLmer only from
1.03 to 6.63 s. Obviously, VLmer is significantly faster than ConSpan. As shown
in Fig. 4(b), the two algorithms occupy a similar memory space.

From the above efficiency study, we conclude that VLmer has better overall
performance for both DNA and protein sequences compared to ConSpan.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we introduced the problem of mining k-mers of various lengths,
i.e., vl-mers, in biological sequences. We presented a novel algorithm, VLmer,
which efficiently mines all distinct vl-mers. VLmer first utilizes the inverted
index technique to project the original sequences. Then, a pattern-growth app-
roach is adopted to generate potential vl-mers, each of which accurately records
their occurrence positions in the original sequences. Three pruning techniques,
i.e., repeated candidate pruning, max-suffix pruning, and support pruning, are
explored to remove the unpromising candidate vl-mers. All possible vl-mers
are generated by running VLmer only once. We used both DNA and protein
sequences to evaluate the the performance of VLmer. Our experimental results
demonstrated that VLmer is able to analyze both DNA and protein sequences.
In the future, we plan to study how to push gap constraint into VLmer in order
to mine conserved patterns.
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